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 Ricin toxin, derived from the seeds of the castor oil plant, is a member of the type II 
ribosome inactivating protein family and is extremely toxic to humans and other mammals. It 
inhibits protein synthesis at the ribosomal level by depurinating an adenine residue within the 
sarcin-ricin loop of eukaryotic 28S ribosomal RNA. Ricin holotoxin consists of two subunits: a 32 
kDa enzymatic A subunit (RTA) and a 34 kDa lectin B subunit (RTB), which are joined by a 
disulfide bond. A vaccine candidate currently under clinical development to protect against ricin 
toxicity is termed RiVax (RTA*). RiVax is a double-mutant (V76M, Y80A) non-toxic form of RTA. 
A pilot phase 1B clinical trial of Alhydrogel adsorbed RTA* has shown it to be safe, however, 
failed to elicit high titers of neutralizing antibodies. Immunity against ricin is mainly antibody-
mediated. Our current work is focused on expanding our knowledge about the neutralizing 
capacity of B-cell epitopes (emphasis on conformational) on the ricin toxin and to use this 
information to reverse engineer a potent anti-ricin vaccine. Using solution-phase amide 
backbone hydrogen exchange coupled with mass spectrometry (HX-MS), we have 
characterized an epitope of a weakly neutralizing RTA-specific camelid antibody variable heavy 
chain fragment (VHH), termed G12. Results from HX-MS suggest that G12 interacts primarily 
with β-strand H (112-118) of RTA*. These observations are supported by the crystal structure of 
G12 and RTA in which the primary points of interaction on RTA were with β-strand H. Our future 
work involves mapping epitopes for numerous RTA-specific VHHs as well as for murine mAb’s 
in an effort to gain a more comprehensive understanding of B cell epitopes of RTA.   

 


